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Social Work






On Independence Day chocolates and sweets were distributed to the construction workers and
their children.
A visit to Surman Sansthan was organized where we met did ji who inspired us with her great
work, that we also can also do something substantial which can make a difference.
In winters, old clothes were collected and distributed among needy people at various places in
Jaipur city.
A visit to the Human Life foundation overwhelmed and motivated us to do some work, when
we saw them doing the good work with so much dedication and simplicity.
And our one of the most successful endeavor Mess workers Education Program was also started
again this year, where we teach mess workers and children of construction workers.

Discussions




This year we regularly organized our meetings on various topics such as honesty, simplicity,
truth etc., where members shared their experiences and discussed their view points.
We also tried to incorporate various things and learn from them. In that process, we watched
the movie PK which gave us a new perspective of looking towards religion.
In our lives, if we have a good focus and concentration then we can do our work more easily and
in a better way. So we organized a lecture on How to increase concentration and focus in the
lecture hall.

Religious Activities




This year we started our first major event with the Janmasthami Celebration. We all gathered
near the temple at midnight and welcomed the incarnation of Shri Krishna.
Saraswati Puja was also done with great fervor and enthusiasm among the students and faculty.
At one fine morning, we went to visit the Chulgiri jain temple on the top of the mountain.
Climbing so many stairs was fun, and also we enjoyed simple Jain food there.

